A plea for the return of the citizen to the center of political life.
Reading it now is a constant reminder of the difference that six months can make, for the pages of Civic War are saturated with the concerns, the topical references, and the uneasy ambience of the first several years of this decade, when the office of the president was occupied by a man who proclaimed his role to be "the decider" in tones suggesting that this is the most sophisticated political doctrine he or anyone else might ever imagine. As it happens, Meyers's focus as a theorist is on precisely that topic: how democracy is shaped by the habits (and the failures) of political imagination.
To discuss our recent experience in such terms means establishing a certain degree of distance from the events of the past eight years --moving from journalism's first draft of history to a higher plane, from which we can examine not just long-term trends but (to use an old bit of philosophical shorthand) the "conditions of possibility" of democratic politics. For Meyers, the aftermath of 9/11 raises questions about the nature and activity of what he calls "the Citizen." That capital letter emphasizes the element of abstraction involved here, for Meyers is trying to define an essence, a mode of being, rather than a demographic group. Woman, and Blonde Butcher --gave herself up, saying that sexual jealousy had caused her to kill two of her female friends and dismember their bodies, after which she packed them into two trunks and shipped them to Phoenix. She was found guilty and was sentenced to death. Later, her lawyer asked for an amended verdict of not guilty on the grounds of insanity. Judd was finally sent to a mental hospital (probably because of a sheriff involved with the dead women). She escaped seven times; after the final escape, she spent six years working as a servant for a wealthy family in San Francisco. Abbott's fictional version, Marion Seeley --like Judd, a doctor's wife --is both scarier and more touching. In her unique, pared-to-the-bone prose, Abbott brings her to vivid life. "Joe Lanigan, her corrupter, was no longer hers, would permit her to fall to the guillotine before he sullied his overcoat," Seeley says about the owner of a chain of pharmacies who she blamed for her actions. And about her husband, wracked with grief and guilt about her crimes, Seeley says, "He told of a day and a night spent in joints, judas holes, low-down nighteries and barrel houses, trailing the wastrels on Thaler Avenue and Gideon Square. The sad tramps and drifting souls who seemed, somehow, to wear his own face." All three of Abbott's books have been nominated for an Edgar Award; she won one for the much-praised Queenpin. She deserves another for Bury Me Deep. And it's definitely a must-read for anyone who wants to see one of the best crime writers around perform her magic. In fact, the motivations of readers and publishers in the fraught era following the Bard's lifetime may have more to tell us about the transmission of that genius and the construction of its legacy. In The Book of William, Paul Collins unclasps the secret book of the First Folio --the first posthumouslypublished edition of the Bard's plays and the chief source for his work --and reads matter deep and dangerous. For this legacy of world literature would have been lost in nature's infinite book of secrecy were it not for the greed of early publishers, the burgeoning enthusiasm of critics and the public, and the tender ministrations of collectors. Collins, a professor and book sleuth in the McSweeney's orbit, follows the fate of the few surviving First Folios from seventeenth-century printshops to Sotheby's auction room, watching as copies slip through the fingers of robber barons and rare books librarians alike. Scholars have long known the riches to be sought in the material history of books; in the story of the early editions of Shakespeare's works, Collins finds dukedom large enough for the general reader as well.
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The Vision Revolution
By MARK CHANGIZI
Primates are set apart from most mammals in their greater reliance on vision and a correspondingly reduced sense of smell. This trait is so extreme in humans that nearly half of our oversized brains are dedicated to processing visual information. As Mark Changizi explains in the introduction to The Vision Revolution, the visual system is perhaps the best-understood part of the human brain --but, while researchers have mapped out how, few have provided satisfactory explanations for why we see the world the way we do. As a theoretical neuroscientist, Changizi focuses on why humans have evolved such visual "superpowers" as color vision and binocularity. His answers are surprising, overturning theories that have dominated primatology since the 1970s. For example, Changizi argues that (despite what many textbooks say) color vision did not evolve to help our arboreal ancestors locate fruit in the jungle canopy but rather to help them read the social cues found in subtle changes in skin tone. (Or not so subtle, if you think of a baboon's behind.) Readers, however, need not be well versed in academic debates to enjoy Changizi's lucid explanations. Filled with optical illusions and simple experiments for the reader to perform, this book may be the most fun you'll have learning about human cognition and evolution. -Jennifer Curry
